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Part 1: Basic Reflectometry Concepts

<> diffraction versus real space imaging

<> probing structure beneath the surface boundary

<> wave/particle behavior

<> coherence length -- plane waves and wave 
      packets

<> specular reflection from a flat object

<> scattering length density (SLD) depth profiles

<> spatial and Q resolutions

<> non-specular scattering



Principal Uses and Advantages of Neutron Reflectometry:

*  For the specular condition, provides the chemical (isotopic) scattering
    length density (SLD) depth profile along the surface normal with a
    spatial resolution approaching half a nanometer.

*  With polarized neutrons, provides the vector magnetization depth
    profile of a ferromagnetic material.

*  Isotopic contrast, particularly applicable to hydrogen and deuterium.

*  A non-destructive probe which can penetrate macroscopic distances
    through single crystalline substrates, making possible reflection
    studies of films in contact with liquids within a closed cell.

*  As a consequence of the relatively weak interaction between the
    neutron and material, a remarkably accurate theoretical description
    of the reflection process and quantitative analysis of the
    data is possible, although the Born approximation is often not valid

   and an “exact” or “dynamical” formulation is required.



Importance of Sample System Preparation

>  The great success in using neutron reflection/diffraction to study thin film systems of 

hard condensed matter, in particular the structures and fundamental interactions in 

magnetic materials, is largely due to the ability to tailor, with atomic-layer accuracy and 

precision, single-crystalline, layered sandwiches and superlattices (using vapor 

deposition techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy in ultra-high vacuum).  Advances 

in film deposition techniques and lithography continue at a remarkable rate.

>  Similarly, neutron reflectometry in principle can be applied as a probe to further our 

understanding of the structure and function of molecules in lipid membranes, of 

relevance in biology and bioengineering, when comparable control over the fabrication 

of model systems is achieved.  Great progress has been made toward realizing this goal 

in practice. However, we are still at a relatively early stage of development in our ability 

to engineer soft condensed matter films on atomic and nanometer scales.  Progress can be 

expected as efforts in creating and manipulating membrane / molecular systems 

accelerates.

>  Employing phase-sensitive methods in reflectivity measurements ensures a unique 

scattering length density (SLD) depth profile.  Additional application of hydrogen / 

deuterium substitution techniques and comparison with molecular dynamics calculations 

assures a correspondingly high degree of certainty of obtaining an unambiguous 

chemical composition depth profile.



Why is specular neutron reflectometry so special?

<> Neutron reflectometry (NR) is a valuable probe of the 
structure of both hard and soft condensed matter in thin film 
or multilayered form -- particularly for hydrogenous and 
magnetic materials.  NR can see beneath the surface and 
provide quantitative structural information from everywhere 
within the film on a nanometer scale.

<> Both “forward” and “inverse” scattering problems for 
specular neutron reflection are mathematically solvable, 
exactly, from first-principles quantum theory.  The 
mathematically unique solutions are thus far only possible in 
one dimension and for non-absorbing potentials of finite 
extent.

<> Phase-sensitive neutron specular reflectometry, 
employing references, enables direct inversion of composite 
reflectivity data sets to yield a unique scattering length 
density depth profile for an “unknown” film of interest, 
without fitting or any adjustable parameters.

<> The spatial resolution and accuracy of the SLD profile 
thereby obtained is limited only by the statistical uncertainty 
in the measured reflected intensities and truncation of the 
reflectivity data sets at the maximum value of wavevector 
transfer attainable.





















(Courtesy of Norm Berk)



Qzc = SQRT(16*pi*rho) (Courtesy of Norm Berk)











Electron diffraction pattern from a double slit -- one electron at a time
(courtesy of Dr. Tanamura via Wikipedia.org).



   
     r = (4π / (iQ)) -∞∫+∞ψkz (z) <ρ(x,y,z)>x,y eikz dz

           <ρ(x,y,z)>x,y = (1/A)  -∞ ∫∫+∞ ρ(x,y,z) dxdy









Polarized neutron reflectometer at NIST



Part 2: Applications of NR to studies of the 
nano-scale structure of thin film materials

<> Soft condensed matter:

      -- polymers

      -- bio-membranes

      -- organic photo-voltaic films

      . . .

<> Hard condensed matter:

      -- magnetic materials (to be discussed in
          a following lecture)

      -- chemical interdiffusion (e.g., 58Ni/62Ni)

      -- metal hydrides

      . . .





















(Work of Ursula Perez-Salas, K. Faucher, E. Chaikof,
et al.)





















Diblock copolymer lamellar nanostructures – 
R.Jones, B.Berry, and K.Yager (NIST Polymer 
Division) and S.Satija, J.Dura, B.Maranville et al. 
(NCNR).

Side-view scanning-electron micrograph of laser-interferometry-
produced silicon substrate with 400 nm channels, spaced by 400 nm
for a total repeat distance of 800 nm.



Neutron diffraction from silicon with channels but without polymer.



Diagram of expected orientation of lamellae, based on position with
respect to the channels.  Silicon substrate with etched channels is
displayed in gray, with lighter and darker regions corresponding to the
two polymer components of the lamellae. 



Neutron diffraction from Si channels filled with ordered diblock copolymer.



Part 3: The Phase problem, Direct Inversion
             and Simultaneous Fitting

<> ambiguous SLD profiles from reflected
      intensities

<> measurement of reflection amplitude via
      references yields unique solution -- one-to-
      one correspondence with SLD profile

<> given the reflection amplitude, exact, first-
      principles inversion to obtain unique SLD
      profile for specular reflection is possible

<> simultaneous fitting of multiple composite
      (sample + reference) reflectivity data sets
      can lead to unambiguous solution as well



Repeated fits of reflectivity data from a Ti/TiO film system on
a Si substrate in contact with an aqueous reservoir (Berk et al.).
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